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In the previous paper 4, we considered a type of separable
algebra over a field which has the simple ideal components whose
degrees are all prime to the characteristic of the field. In this paper
we consider the case of algebra over a commutative ring.
Let be an algebra over a commutative ring R. In the enveloping algebra 4--4( we consider the involution * defined by
We set J-{x(l -i(x x e 4}, then
(xy,)*-y for (ye
J*-J. Let A be the right annihilator of J in _J, then A* is the
left annihilator of J and a left ideal in 4
Let q:-4 be the
-homomorphism defined by q(yO)__y, then (A*)is a two sided
ideal of
In this paper we shall call a strongly separable algebra over R when (A*)- 4.
In 1, we shall show that 4 is a strongly separable algebra
over R if and only if 4 is a separable algebra over R and .4=
C/, 4 where C is the center of 4 and
4 is the C-submodule
of 4 generated by y-y for all
y e /. In .2, we consider an
R-algebra 4 such that 4 is an R-projective module, and we shall
show that if A=/=0 then there exists a non zero left ideal in which
is generated by a finite number of elements as R-module. Finally,
z/ is hereditary if
we have that for a central eparable R-algebra
and only if R is hereditary. In this paper we assume that every
rings and algebras have identity elements.
1. Strongly separable algebra.
:PROPOSITION 1. LeS 4 be an algebra over R. Then q(A*)-4
if and only if 4 4eJA *. If q(A * )-- 4 Shen 4 is a separable
algebra over R and 4--C4, 4, where C is She censer of 4 and
4, 4 is She C-submodule of 4 generaSed by xy-yx for all y e 4.
Now we asProof. If 4 --4JA* then we have q(A*)-=
sume q(A*)-- 4. Since Ker q-- /J, we have 4 A* / J. Therefore we have 4*-A**/J*.4 * and A--A/J4 Let
with zeA, zeJ4
If eA*4J then =.ll--z/z=O.
It follows that A* 4J=0 and 4-A*4J. Thus the first half
of the proposition is proved. If q(A*)=/, then p induces an isomorphism of A* onto
therefore .4 is a separable algebra over R.
Since A--AJA*, there are orthogonal idempotents ee 4J and
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ee A* such that l()l-el+e.
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Then AeJ--Aeel A*--Aee and q(e.)1. Since A is a right ideal, A- Ae+ Ae., where Ae-- AA*ex-- AA*J--AJ and AeAA*AA*. Now Ae(AA*)A*JA*--O therefore we have Ae-- A A* and A- AJ@(A A*). Taking *, we have
A*-JA*@(A A*). Since q is an isomorphism of A* and A, A-q(JA*)(q(A A*). Now q(A A*)=p(Ae)=p(A)=C by [i], Proposition 1.1, and p(JA*)=[A, AJ as shown in [4J, therefore we have

LEMMA 1. Let A be an algebra over R, and C the center of A.
Then A is a strongly separable algebra over R if and only if A is
a strongly separable algebra over C and C is a separable algebra
over R.
Proof. Suppose that A is a strongly separable algebra over R.
Let Ao be the right annihilator of {x@ol-l@oxe A@oA[x e A} in
A@oA and @: A@A--.A@oA the ring homomorphism defined by
Then k(A*)A$ and we have a commutative
(x@y)=x@oy
diagram

.

\

/

A
where 99’ is defined by qg’(xy)--xy. Since qg(A*)--qg’(@(A*))
99’(A) and (A*)=A by assumption, we have ’(A)=A and A is a
strongly separable algebra over C. By Proposition 1 A is separable
over R, therefore C is also separable over R by 1, Theorem 2.3.
Conversely assume that A is a strongly separable algebra over C
and C is a separable algebra over R. Since the exact sequence
is defined by "(xy)
splits where
0Ker
x.y, the sequence

"CaCCO

’’

(A)oo(CC) ,(A)ooC ,0
splits, therefore A@nA * A@oAO splits. There exists a homomorphism : A@oAA@nA such that @= identity. We denote by
A’ the annihilator of {z@l-l@xe C@nC] z e C} in C@nC. Since

C is separable over R, there exists z in A’ such that z*-z, z=-z,
and "(z)=l. Since A is strongly separable over C, there exists an
idempotent element e in AS such that e-e and @’(e0-1. Let

: C@nCA@nA be the homomorphism induced by the inclusion

and let e=(z).#(e0. Then we have e* =e and (e)= ((z).$(e0)=
"(z).@’(e0=l. Moreover e is contained in A*. Therefore we have
1)

el

and e are symmetric, i.e. e* =el and e* =e2, because
and e*=e*e2, and e2=(e*2e2)*=e*e2=e*.

ee,=e*2-e*e2eAeJA*=O
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LEIA 2. Suppose that the center C of a ring A is a field.
Then A is a strongly separable algebra over C if and only if A is
separable over C and A= C( [A, A_
Proof. The "only if" part is proved in Proposition 1. To prove
the "if" part we may assume that C is an algebraically closed field
by [4, Lemma 3. Then a separable algebra A over C is a direct
sum of total matrix rings over C, therefore we may assume that
A-C,. Now since

we have

oi\o
\ ;

Ol

.0t(0
; I\ ;. -01l
;.

2
1

and repeating the same argument we have

1

0

1

"1

0

0.

e I-A,

A-I.

0

Therefore if n is a multiple of the characteristic p of C, then the
E is contained in A, A. This contradicts the assumption
C A, A--O. Thus n is prime to p, and then by the Theorem in
4 A is strongly separable C-algebra.
LEPTA 3. Let A be the center of a ring A. Then A is a
strongly separable agebra over C if and only if A is separable
over C and A=C(A, A.
Proof. The "only if" part is proved in Proposition 1. We shall
prove here the "if" part. Let m be any maximal ideal of C. For
the localization C of C by m, we set A----AoC and the right
annihilator of {x)l l()x e AIx e A} in A= AoA is denoted
by A. If an element of A is identified with the image by the
homomorphism A--.AC, then we have A-A*C and p(A)qa(A*)C where p: A(A--.A. Consequently, we have that
qa(A*) 91 if and only if p(A) 91 for all maximal ideals m of C.
On the other hand if A is a central separable C-algebra and A=

unit matrix

-
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C@[A, A], then we have that Am is a central separable Cm-algebra
and Am Cm( [Am, Am]. Therefore we may assume that C is a local
ring with the maximal ideal m. By proposition 1.4 and Corollary
1.6 in [1] we have that A/mAA@C/m is a central separable C/malgebra and
[, ] if we set --A/mA and -C+mA/mA-C/m.
If xeC[A,A] then x-c+f-+f’, ceC, e [A,A], l,l’emA.
Then c- e mA--mC(m[A, A], therefore c e mC,
m[A, A]. It follows that B[A-, ]-0 and --(([, ]. By Lemma 2
is a
strongly separable C-algebra. Accordingly, we have A A*(A J
where ft. is the right annihilator of ]--{Z()10_l()Z0 lZ } in
A Since A-Hom(A, A ) (see [1], p. 369) and A is a projective
A-module, we have

-+

-

.

,-

A@C/m- Hom(R)m (A@C/mA@C/m)- Hom] (A, A ).
Therefore A@C/m--A and A*@C/m-A*. It follows that A

.

Since mA is contained in the radical of A by
A*+AJ+mA
Nakayama’s Lemma we have A--A*+AJ and then qa(A*)-A.
By Lemmas 1 and 3, we have
THEOREM 1. Let A be an algebra over an arbitrary commutative ring R and C the center of A. Then A is a strongly separable
algebra over R if and only if A is a separable algebra over R and
A-c@EA, A].
From the proof of Lemma 3 we have
COROLLARY 1. A is a strongly separable R-algebra if and only
if A/mA is a strongly separable R/m-algebra for all maximal ideals

mofR.
COROLLARY 2. If

A and A are s$rongly separable R-algebras
is
or a s$rongly separable R-algebra.
either
0
4
A. Let A be an R-algebra such that A
ideal
2. Annihilator
is projective as R-module. Then there exists a family {, }e of
homomorphisms p in Hom (A, R) and elements
in A such that
(z) for any element in A. In this section, we consider
the right annihilator A of J={x@l-l@xe A] x e A} in A--AA
ior such an algebra A. We can see Homa(Homa(A, R), A) as A
right module by setting f .xy(g)-y. f(x.g) for xy e A f e
Homa (Homa (A, R), A) and g e Homa (AR) where x. g(z)-g(z, x), z A.
LEIMA 4 (cf. [2, VI, Proposition 5.2). If A is an R-algebra
which is projective as R-module, then the homomorphism AaAHoma (Homa (A, R), A) defined by O(Xyo)(f)- f(x).y is a A-mono
morphism, and 0(A) is contained in Hom(Hom(A, R), A) where
Homa(A, R) is regarded as A-right module by setting f.(z)=f(.z)
then

z-

,

"

for f e Homa (A, R).
Proof. Let f be

an element of

Homa (A, R).

Since

-
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"

O(x(y Xl(yl)( f) (xx((yy))( f) f (xx)yy-- (xf)(x) yly
y. (x. f)(x) yy(0(x(y)(xf ))- 0(x(y) X(y( f ),

,

O(xy)-0

0isa A-homomorphism. If
for anelement
in A@A then f(x)y-O for every element f in Hom (A, R), therexy- (x)y- (x)y-O by
fore we have
using the above family {, }e. Hence 0 is a A-monomorphism. Let
xy be any element in A. Then we have
x(y)
or every X in A. Set @-0 x@y then wehave

xy-

Therefore @ e Hom (Homa (A, R), A).
THEOREM 2. Let A be an algebra over R such that A is an Rprojective module. If A CO then there exists a right ideal of A
which is a finitely generated R-module.
Proof. For xyO in A we set

z-O(xy)(q)

0(.. xy)

q(x)y, where {(p, } is the family as above. Since
0, there is a non zero element z and the number of z=/=0 is finite.
For every element in A, we have

and
p(.)z is contained in
Rz. It follows that I- Rz is
a right ideal of A which is a finitely generated R-module.
REMARK. If A is an R-algebra which is a finitely generated
projective R-module, then 0" AaA--Homa (Homa (A, R), A) is an
isomorphism (2, VI, Proposition 5.2). Then we have 0(A*)Hom (Homa (A, R), A) and 0(A)-Hom] (Homa (A, R), A). For the family
{, }e,, if we set Tr- ;, then Tr is contained in Homa (A, R) and
we have p(A*)-{f(Tr)Ife Hom (Homa (A, R), A)} where 09: AaAA.
PROPOSITION 2. Let A be a central separable R-algebra. Then
A is hereditary (see 2, p. 13) if and only if R is hereditary.
Proof. If A is R-separable then A is R-semisimple in the sense
of Hattori _3. By 3, 2, p. 408, we have that if R is hereditary
then A is hereditary. Conversely, we suppose that A is hereditary.
For any ideal a of R, aA is a projective A-module. For the exact
sequence O--a--R--R/a--O, we have an exact sequence
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since A is R-projective. Therefore we have. c(A’a.A. Since A is
R-projective and R is a direct summand of A as R-module, we have
that a is a direct summand of R-projective module a.A-a,A as Rmodule, therefore a is R-projective. Thus R is hereditary.
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